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There has been speculation in the literature as to whether the shift from
bilabial to apicolabial articulation (and often further to dental) is a sound
change inherited by all of those northern Malakula–southern Santo lan-
guages that manifest it, or whether it developed in only one language and
was borrowed into others. An examination of the phonological history of
Tirax, a northern Malakula language, shows that the shift was a relatively
late development in that language, and occurred after a rule deleting low
vowels. This low vowel deletion rule did not apply in any other language
showing the shift. We therefore assume that apicolabials were borrowed
into Tirax (where they subsequently became dentals), and we make some
proposals concerning the direction of this borrowing in the region.

1.  INTRODUCTION.1 Six languages in the north of Malakula and eight or nine in
the neighboring southern area of Santo in northern Vanuatu underwent what has been
referred to in the literature as the “apicolabial shift”; see map 1 (based in part on Naito
2006:220 and in part on maps 5, 7, and 9 in  Lynch and Crowley 2001). In this shift, simple
bilabials when before nonback vowels became apicolabials (or linguolabials), articulated
with the tip of the tongue touching or approximating the upper lip, and written here as a
bilabial/labiodental with a following apostrophe. These subsequently shifted to dentals in
some languages. Thus initially Proto-Oceanic (POC) *b > b’, *p > v’, *m > m’, and then in
some languages b’ > d, v’ > ð, m’ > n.

Previous scholars (for example, Clark 1985 and Lynch 2005) have been ambivalent
about the history of this change in this area. Clark’s discussion of the possible history of
the apicolabial shift is worth quoting at length. He says:

1. We would like to thank Juliette Blevins and Alexandre François for comments on an earlier
version of this paper. Language names mainly follow Lynch and Crowley (2001). Tirax data
are from Brotchie (2009) and the second author’s lexical files. Data sources for other lan-
guages are as follows: for Malua Bay, Vovo, Botovro, and Vao, Tryon (1976), with some
orthographic modifications; for Nese, Crowley (2006b); for Tape, Crowley (2006c); for
Naman, Crowley (2006a); and for Banam Bay, Maskelynes, and Ninde, Charpentier (1982).
Lexical data from the other languages come from wordlists/dictionaries-in-progress: Neve’ei
(Terry Crowley and Jill Musgrave), Nahavaq (Laura Dimock), Neverver (Julie Barbour),
Unua (Elizabeth Pearce), the Uripiv dialect of Northeast Malakula (Ross McKerras), and
V’ënen Taut (Greg Fox); some data are also from Clark (2009).
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This [apicolabial] shift is phonetically so unusual, and the languages manifest-
ing it so clearly concentrated in a single area, that we can hardly imagine it not to
have had a single origin. Yet it cuts across six different local groups [i.e., low-
level subgroups], without including any of them entirely, and thus seems to con-

 MAP 1. LANGUAGES OF SANTO AND MALAKULA
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tradict even our most plausible working assumptions about subgrouping. This is
less disturbing, however, if we consider the nature of the change more closely.

The apico-labial shift presumably begins with a shift from labial to apico-
labial. This change has two important properties. First, it is reversible (no merg-
ers are involved). Second, it creates a highly-marked type of articulation, very
rare in human languages. This means that there will be a high likelihood of sub-
sequent elimination of this series of consonants by further sound change. One
possibility is to merge the apico-labials with other apicals (i.e. dentals). A sec-
ond is to return them to ordinary labials, thus erasing all evidence of the shift. …

Does this sound change therefore provide evidence for a large subgroup
including all of Santo and northern Malekula? Not necessarily. … Apico-labials
are a highly salient but very superficial feature of language … . One would
expect, then, that the change could be quite readily borrowed across language
boundaries. In the light of this probability, it seems to me that this change,
despite its intrinsic interest, is of little value in supporting any subgrouping in
this area (Clark 1985:205–6).
Clark thus outlined two hypotheses to explain the distribution of the apicolabial shift

in this area. One of these we will refer to as the “direct inheritance” hypothesis. Here the
assumption is that the apicolabial shift—because it is such an unusual change— occurred
just once, in a protolanguage ancestral to (all or some of) the languages of Santo and
Malakula. But an examination of the modern languages brings to light certain subgroup-
ing anomalies. For example, a language like V’ënen Taut in northwest Malakula, which
does evidence the shift, (a) subgroups most closely with Tape and with other western
Malakula languages like Ninde and Nahavaq that do not show the shift, and (b) does not
subgroup closely with languages like Nese or Botovro that neighbor it to the north, and
that do show the shift. However, this hypothesis also allows for the reversal of the shift in
languages that no longer show it: *b > b’ > b, for example. Thus if the shift occurred early
enough in the history of all of these languages, and was later reversed in Tape, Ninde,
Nahavaq, and so on, then this subgrouping anomaly disappears. 

The other hypothesis we will refer to as the “borrowing” hypothesis. It is feasible that the
shift occurred as an internal historical change in only one language, the ancestor of some but
by no means all of the languages that now show evidence of it, and that the apicolabials
were borrowed into other languages in the area. If this were the case, the various subgroup-
ing anomalies disappear, and there is no need to posit a reversal of the shift in some lan-
guages; this may well have occurred, but it is not a necessary feature of this hypothesis.

To date, no evidence has been presented to support or contradict either of these two
theories. An examination of the historical phonology of Tirax, however, calls the direct
inheritance theory into question. Tirax, sometimes referred to as Mae, after the name of
the largest Tirax-speaking village, is spoken by about 800 people living in a number of
villages in northeast Malakula. There is a vowel deletion rule in Tirax that applied to
low vowels, and this rule must have occurred prior to the rule shifting bilabials to api-
colabials in Tirax, since the loss of low vowels due to the low vowel deletion rule
affected the conditioning environments for the apicolabial shift. This vowel deletion
rule did not apply in other languages that also show the apicolabial shift. Our argument
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in this paper, then, is that the apicolabial shift in Tirax cannot be an inherited feature,
and so must be borrowed.

In section 2, we outline the synchronic and diachronic phonology of Tirax, before mov-
ing in section 3 to discuss in some detail the various processes of vowel deletion and their
relationship to the apicolabial shift rule. Section 4 examines the relationship between vowel
loss and the apicolabial shift in other languages of northern Malakula, while in section 5 we
discuss the implications of our conclusions.

2.  TIRAX PHONOLOGY: SYNCHRONIC AND DIACHRONIC. This sec-
tion outlines the phonology of modern Tirax (based on Brotchie 2009:711–44), and deals
briefly with the general phonological history of the language, as background to the more
detailed discussion in section 3 of vowel deletion and its relationship to the apicolabial shift.

2.1 SYNCHRONIC PHONOLOGY. The range of consonant and vowel pho-
nemes in Tirax is shown in table 1. The voiced stops are prenasalized; /s/ and /r/ are alve-
olar, though the other phonemes in that column are dental. It is possible that some cases
of what is analyzed as a /d/ + /r/ cluster is (or was) actually a unit phoneme /dr/, a prenasal-
ized dental stop with a trilled release; in some cases, dr derives from *dr, in others from
*dVr (with loss of the vowel). Liquids and nasals may form syllabic nuclei, as in /nab.l/
‘plank’, /sm.sbɛx/ ‘count’, or /drl.ŋa.ro/ ‘listen’ (Brotchie 2009:732).

Syllables, including final syllables, may be open or closed. Only five lexemes in
Brotchie’s corpus end in a consonant cluster (2009:731), but medial consonant clusters
are common, as are two-consonant syllable onsets, though there are few three-consonant
onsets. Clusters of two identical consonants may occur, usually as a result of reduplica-
tion; the only consonants not observed to participate in this gemination are /g/, /h/, and the
nasals. Most other combinations of consonants can cluster, though there are some restric-
tions, including the following: /g/ cannot occur as the initial member of a cluster, and
homorganic fricative + stop or stop + fricative clusters are prohibited. A nonphonemic
schwa may be inserted between any two clustering consonants, including identical con-
sonants and including across morpheme boundaries, with some exceptions (stops and
homorganic nasals, h-initial clusters, and in a few other cases). Stress is usually penulti-
mate, but there are quite a few cases of final stress.

2.2 REFLEXES OF THE POC CONSONANTS AND VOWELS. Untangling
the reflexes of the POC vowels in Tirax is as difficult a task as it is in many other

TABLE 1. TIRAX PHONEMES

t k i
u
e
o
ɛ
ɔ
a

b d g
v s x h
m n ŋ

l
r
dr ?

w
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Malakula languages. The regular reflexes of the vowels (when they were retained)
appear to be as shown in (1), although there are many cases of irregular reflexes.2

(1) *i > almost always > i
*e > generally > ɛ

occasionally > i or e
*a > generally > a

often > ɛ, e / _*C(i,e,u), as in *Rapi ‘evening’ > rɛvrɛv, *patuR
‘weave’ > vet

*o > mostly > ɔ
o often when following vowel was *i, as in *molis ‘citrus’ >
molih, N*zovi ‘fall’ > sov;

some cases of u, o, e, ɛ in various environments
*u > generally > u

often > i often after a bilabial, as in *pulan ‘moon’ > na/vil,
*bunuq ‘kill’ > din

The development of the POC consonants in Tirax is shown in table 2, where “/” sepa-
rates conditioned reflexes and a comma separates reflexes for which we are unable to
explain the conditioning. The conditioned reflexes of *b and *m reflect the apicolabial
shift, discussed further below. POc *s, *c, *t, and *d before POC front vowels merged as
h. However, there are some cases where s rather than h occurs when before a POC front
vowel, suggesting that the original change was probably *s (etc.) > h before nonfront
vowels, s before front vowels, with this s in the process of shifting to h.

The apicolabial shift applied to *b and *m in Tirax, as shown in (2), with *b > d (via b’)
and *m > n (via n’) in forms in which the following POC nonback vowel was retained:3

2. All reconstructed forms are POC unless preceded by (a) N, as in N*meme- ‘tongue,’ in which
case they are Proto–North-Central Vanuatu (PNCV) (Clark 2009, modified to conform to reg-
ular POC orthography); (b) M, as in M*malakaso ‘cold’, which marks the form as being quite
widespread in Malakula, possibly Proto-Malakula (if such existed) or some other protolan-
guage with numerous descendants in Malakula; or (c) **, which indicates an interstage lan-
guage somewhere between one of the protolanguages in (b) and modern Tirax. Supporting
data for the forms of types (b) and, where available, (c) are given in the appendix. Where the
Tirax form reflects a PNCV etymon that shows some significant change from its POC anteced-
ent—as with *pitu > N*bitu (expected N*vitu) > i=xe/dit ‘seven’—we cite the PNCV rather
than the POC form. Some nouns show a fused reflex of the POC article *na in initial position.  

TABLE 2. DEVELOPMENT OF POC CONSONANTS IN TIRAX

POC *p, *pw *t *s, *c *k *q *bw *b *d *j *g
Tirax v t / h,s h,s x,k Ø,x,i b b / d dr / s s k
POC *mw *m *n, *ñ *ŋ *l *r *R *dr *w *y
Tirax m m / n n ŋ l r Ø,r dr u / v i?

3. In sequences of *mawV, the *m did not undergo this shift, as in *mawap ‘yawn’ > ma=mav,
or *mawiRi ‘left hand’ > maer, probably because *m and *w fused as *mw. Most other cases
where it appears that the shift has not taken place can be accounted for by assuming change in
an earlier interstage language. Thus *mai ‘come’ > mɛ (for expected nɛ) appears irregular, but
there is evidence that this form had at some time changed to **mwai: V’ënen Taut and Nese,
both of which also undergo the apicolabial shift, have ma for expected m’a.
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(2) *baga ‘banyan’ dak *manuk ‘bird’ nanix
N*kaba-u ‘wing’ na/xda- N*tamate ‘devil’ tnah
N*bea ‘where?’ a/de *maqetom > M*meto‘black’ net
N*abe- ‘body’ n/ɛdɛ- N*meme- ‘tongue’ nene-
N*bisu ‘finger, toe’ dih- N*miala ‘red’ nial
N*bitu ‘seven’ i=xe/dit *kamiu ‘you PL’ kɛni

A final POC nonback vowel also conditioned this shift, even though that vowel was sub-
sequently lost. This implies that the shift entered the language before the rule deleting
final vowels.

(3) N*laba ‘big’ lad
N*baba ‘give birth’ dɛd
N*kaba-u ‘wing’ xad ‘fly’
*lima ‘five’ i=lin
N*yumwaq > **yimaq ‘house’ na/in
*kamami ‘we EXC’ knɛn

The apicolabial shift did not apply to labiovelars, as in (4a), nor to bilabials when fol-
lowed by POC back vowels or when word-final, as in (4b) (though see [5], and note that
*b did not occur word-finally):

(4) a. N*bwasa ‘penis sheath’ n/bah b. N*bore ‘dream’ bɔrbɔr
*bwatu(k)‘head’ ne/bat/n N*katabola na/xtabol

‘Dracontomelon’
N*bweta ‘taro’ bet *bue ‘bamboo’ na/bu
N*labwe ‘root’ lba N*kabu ‘fire’ xebu ‘burnt’
N*bwisi ‘fart’ bsi/s *molis ‘citrus’ molih
*mwata ‘snake’ n/mat N*damu ‘yam’ dram/xe
*zamwa ‘chew’ sme *dolom ‘swallow’ drlom
N*damwi ‘allow’ dram *rodrom ‘think’ drodrom

There are, however, a number of cases where *u > i after *b (as mentioned in [1] above),
and where this *b subsequently became d. In the first three examples in (5), the i appears
in the modern form; in the remaining four, it has been subsequently lost, but we assume it
was present at least until after the apicolabial shift had operated.

(5) *bute > **bite ‘alight (on), to land’ dis
N*bunu-qi > **binu ‘kill’ din ‘do to death’
*makubu > **mukubi- ‘grandchild’ mxodi- (but see fn. 7)
N*bura > **bira-i ‘break, smash’ dre
N*mabu-si > **mabi-si ‘breathe’ nedha ‘gasp’
N*makobu > **makobi ‘gecko’ naxɔd
N*tobu > **tobi ‘swell up’ ted ‘grow’

This sporadic change of *u > i is not restricted to Tirax. A number of examples can be
found in many Malakula languages; note the following in Neve’ei: *butoŋ ‘navel’ > ne/
bite-, *bulut ‘sticky’ > na/vilbil ‘Cordia dichotoma, glue tree’, N*butu ‘tread on’ > bit, and
N*bunu-qi ‘kill’ > bin ‘do to death’.
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Although the shift applied to all three POC bilabial stops and nasals in many of the lan-
guages in which it occurred, in Tirax (as in Vovo of Malakula and Tolomako of Santo) it
did not apply to *p (= PNCV *v), which is reflected uniformly as v in all environments:

(6) *pano ‘go’ van *na-patu ‘stone’ nvat
*pica ‘how many?’ vih *Rapi ‘evening’ rɛvrɛv
*poli ‘buy’ vol *lipo-na ‘his tooth’ lvo-n
*puaq ‘fruit’ vu ‘bear fruit’ *tapun-i ‘bury’ tevni

3.  VOWEL DELETION IN TIRAX. In this section, we examine three different
vowel deletion processes that took place in Tirax: deletion of final vowels, deletion of a
nonfinal nonlow vowel, and deletion of a nonfinal low vowel.

3.1 FINAL VOWEL DELETION. Word-final vowels are lost, irrespective of the
nature of the vowel or of the vowel in the preceding syllable. By “word-final” we mean
“in absolute word-final position.” A root-final vowel is preserved if the form takes
suffixes: for example, the final vowel of *mata ‘eye’ is retained, because it nearly always
occurs in constructions like *mata-gu ‘my eye’ > mta-k (though the vowel of the suffix,
being word-final, was lost); and the final vowels in some transitive verbs are retained,
presumably because they were once followed by the transitive suffix *-i, as in N*laŋa(-i)
‘lift flat object’ > lŋɛ. Some examples:

(7) *mwata ‘snake’ n/mat *taŋa ‘basket’ n/taŋ
*mate ‘die’ nɛh *sake ‘go up’ hɛx ‘climb’
N*mazi ‘fish’ nas *boŋi ‘night’ buŋ ‘day’
*siko ‘kingfisher’ na/six N*lavo ‘to plant’ lav
*tolu ‘three’ til *tunu ‘roast’ tin

We have no examples of final *s being lost. Other final nonnasal consonants are
retained in about 50 percent of the etyma in which they occurred, though final nasals are
usually lost; this variable pattern of retention and loss is illustrated in (8a). When a final con-
sonant was lost, the vowel preceding it was usually also lost, as in (8b). (Conditions under
which final consonants were lost or retained in particular etyma cannot be established.)

(8) a. *VC# > VC#
*irip ‘fan’ ne/rivriv
*masakit ‘sick’ nhaxit
*p(w)ilak ‘lightning’ vlax
*mataq > M*madaq ‘new’ mdrax
*molis ‘citrus’ molih
*dolom ‘swallow’ drlom
*kejan ‘green’ xsan
*awaŋ ‘be open’ v/avaŋ

b. *VC# > Ø
*qatop ‘thatch’ n/iat
*laŋit ‘sky’ n/laŋ
*tasik ‘sea’ n/tah
*luaq ‘vomit’ lu
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*m(w)inum ‘drink’ nin
*pulan ‘moon’ na/vil
*quraŋ ‘prawn’ na/ur

3.2 NONLOW VOWEL DELETION. In this section, we discuss the deletion of
nonlow vowels. We begin with shorter forms: disyllables in which the second vowel was
not lost (either because final *VC was retained, or because final *VV reduced to V rather
than zero), and historical trisyllables.4 In (9a), either the first two vowels were high, or
else the first was higher, less sonorous, than the second vowel, and in both of these cases
V1 was lost; while in (9b), V1 was lower, more sonorous, than V2, and was retained.5

(9) a. *V1 (high, or higher than V2) > Ø
*p(w)ilak ‘lightning’ vlax
*Rumwa-na ‘his chest’ rma-n ‘his heart’
*tibwa(r) ‘touch’ sder
*lipo-na ‘his tooth’ lvo-n
N*ziŋo-gu ‘my mouth’ sŋog
N*nau > M*kinau ‘I’ xnɔ
*tikai ‘no’ hxɛ
N*bulata ‘dried leaf’ blat
N*bukasi ‘pig’ bxɔh
*kejan ‘green’ xsan
*polas ‘spread’ vlɛs ‘wander’
*tobwaq ‘belly’ tbax-

b. *V1 (lower than V2) retained
*manuk ‘bird’ nanix
*maturuR ‘sleep’ nɛtur
*maosak ‘cooked’ nehix
N*masoru ‘hiccup’ nahod
*rakumwa ‘crab’ raxum
*bwatu-gu ‘my head’ bati-k
N*male-na > **mwale-na ‘his foot’ male-n
*molis ‘citrus’ molih
*na-siko ‘kingfisher’ nasix
*na-pudi ‘banana’ navis
*na-bwero ‘mushroom’ nabor
*na-topu ‘sugarcane’ natev

The data in (9) show that, if the vowel in an unstressed initial syllable was high, or was
higher than the vowel in the (stressed) second syllable, then it was deleted. (We will refer
to this process as “nonlow vowel deletion.”) 

4. In this paper, we use “trisyllable” to include disyllabic noun roots preceded by the fused arti-
cle *na or followed by an obligatory possessive suffix, and “quadrisyllable” to include (a) tri-
syllabic roots so prefixed or suffixed, and (b) disyllabic roots so prefixed and suffixed. 

5. Note that the process illustrated in (9) is very similar to the process of vowel loss in Hiw, a
language of the Torres Islands, as described by François (forthcoming), and other aspects of
vowel deletion are very similar to stress-induced vowel deletion in many of the languages of
the Banks and Torres (François 2005). There is, however, no historical connection between
the Tirax and Banks/Torres processes.
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The situation is less clear when both V1 and V2 were mid. There are not many exam-
ples of such cases, those we have being given in (10):6

(10) a. *V1 lost
*dolom ‘swallow’ drlom
*roŋoR ‘hear’ rŋɔ
N*sobwe(-i) ‘join’ hbehbe
N*solo > **solo(kq) ‘carry over shoulder’ hlɔx

b. *V1 retained
*rodrom ‘think’ drodrom
N*meme- ‘tongue’ nene-

Therefore, it seems that, if V1 and V2 were both mid, V1 was deleted, as suggested by
(10a). The examples in (10b) have identical consonants preceding these vowels, and this
may have protected the vowel from deletion. Whether this is correct or not is not really
germane to the argument of this paper.

Moving to look at longer forms, we see that, in cases of initial *CaCi or *CaCu, the
(unstressed) high vowel seems to have regularly been lost:7

(11) *papine-na ‘his sister’ vivni-n
*na-puŋa-na ‘flower’ navŋa-n ‘fruit’
N*bwalika-na ‘his affine’ belxa-n
N*livuka-na > **lavuka-na ‘its middle’ lavxa-n

Note that V1 and V2 were both deleted in N*daliŋa-na ‘his ear’ > drlŋa-n.
Recall that the apicolabial shift affected bilabials when they occurred before nonback

vowels. The following examples show that the shift occurred before nonlow vowel deletion:
(12) N*bilake ‘banded rail’ dlɛx

N*bulu-ti > **bilu-ti ‘stick to, sticky’ dles ‘sticking to, stuck on’
N*bura > **bira ‘break, smash’ dre

That is, in the case of N*bilake > dlɛx, for example, the shift of *b (> b’) > d before *i must
have occurred before *i was lost; were *i lost first, there is no conditioning environment
for the shift in the bilabial. (That the shift is not conditioned by the immediately following
/l/ or /r/, as in the Tirax forms in [12], can be seen from examples like N*bulata ‘dried leaf’
> blat or *barapu ‘long’ > brav.)

3.3 LOW VOWEL DELETION. We now examine cases where *a is lost, and
begin with trisyllables or final-stressed disyllables in which the first two vowels were *a.
(Primary stress is marked in some examples in this section where it is relevant to the dis-
cussion. We assume that primary stress in the protolanguage occurred on the final syllable
if it was heavy and on the penult if the final syllable was light.)

6. The final vowel in the reflexes of *roŋoR, *koro, and N*sobwe is retained, probably because
there was once a following transitive suffix. In addition to the examples in (10), there is the
case of *koro ‘obstruct’, which has both xro and xoro as reflexes.

7. The case of *makubu-na ‘his/her grandchild’ may be an exception, but the reflexes show some
irregularities. Both mxodi-n and nxodi-n occur; both show deletion of *a, though the latter
also shows the apicolabial shift, while the former does not. In addition, there is an unsuffixed
form naxad, with *m > n and *a retained as expected.
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(13)  N*garái ‘flying-fox’ kra N*vará-gu ‘my hand’ vra-k
N*lakáu ‘cross’ lxa N*vará-si ‘step on’ vrɛh
*laŋá(-i) ‘lift flat object’ lŋɛ *zamwá(-i) ‘chew’? sme
N*raká-ti ‘lift’ rxah *na-wága ‘canoe’ nwag
*panáko ‘steal’ vnax8 *na-pátu ‘stone’ nvat
N*kará-vi ‘crawl xrav *na-táŋa ‘basket’ ntaŋ
*tamáte ‘devil’ tnah N*na-sála ‘path’ nhal
*na-mwáta ‘snake’ nmat N*na-bwása ‘penis sheath’ nbah
*na-lása ‘shell, cup’ nlah *na-káyu ‘tree’ nxa

In these examples, we see that the first *a in an initial *CaCá sequence was
lost.9 This might suggest the following rule:

(14) *a > Ø / _ Cá
This rule also appears to apply to longer forms that have *a as the vowel in each of the
first three syllables, like the following:

(15) N*na-kabá-na ‘wing’ naxda-n
*malaso > M*malakáso ‘cold’ nalxah
N*na-kamáli ‘men’s house’ naxnal
*na-qaca-na > **na-caqá-na ‘his name’ nahxɛ-n

In these examples, the original forms are of the shape *CàCaCáCV, and the unstressed *a
that precedes the stressed syllable is deleted. But now examine the following:

(16) *saŋapúlu(q) ‘ten’ hŋavil
N*mwalagélo ‘young person’ mlakel
N*na-karívi ‘rat’ nxariv
*na-kavú-ti ‘cover, wrap’ nxavoh ‘coconut sheath’

In these examples, we have etyma of the form *CàCaCV́CV (where V is not *a), and it is
the secondary-stressed *a that is deleted, not the *a that precedes the stressed syllable.
This suggests that (14) is not correct: *a-deletion was not linked to stress, but rather
worked from right to left, with the proviso that it did not apply to a primary-stressed *a, as
shown in (17):

(17) *a > Ø / _ Ca (when *a did not carry primary stress)

Derivations of one form from each of (13), (15), and (16) are given below. In the case of
N*na-kabána, we assume that after the first application of the rule, producing nakbana, the
rule was prevented from applying to the *a of the first syllable because it was followed by
two consonants, and would have produced an illegitimate initial three-consonant cluster.

(18) *panáko N*na-kabána *saŋapúlu(q)
*a > Ø / _Ca: pnako  nakbana sŋapulu
2nd iteration: —  blocked by -CC- —
Other rules:10 vnax  naxdan hŋavil

8. This is the intransitive form; the transitive form is vnaxe.
9. There are very few exceptions to this, but among them are *mamaq ‘chew food so as to

soften’ > nene, N*raŋa-na ‘branch’ > raŋan, and N*marani ‘tomorrow, morning’ > maran
‘today’ (with unexpected initial m).

10. The “other rules” are rules that applied at some stages in the history of Tirax to produce the
modern forms. One of them is final vowel deletion, which we know followed deletion of *a.
We do not know, however, at what period rules like *p > v, *s > h, or *k > x occurred.
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When we come to examine *ba- and *ma-initial forms in which the *a was lost, we
find that there are a few cases where the apicolabial shift has taken place:

(19) N*bala-ti ‘wattled structure’ dlas ‘be closed’
*ma-saŋa > M*ma-saga ‘(to) fork’ nhak ‘branch off, to fork’
*masakit ‘sick’ nhaxit

However, the vast majority of *baCa- or *maCa-initial forms show no such shift:
(20) *barapu ‘long’ brav

N*batavu ‘breadfruit’ btav
*mataq > **madaq ‘new, raw’ mdrax
*mata-gu ‘my eye’ mta-k
N*marazi ‘heavy’ mras ‘thin’11

*ma-Raŋo ‘dry, dried’ mraŋ
N*maraka ‘stand up, rise’ mdrax ‘grow’
N*malava ‘twin’ mlav
*matakut ‘fear’ mtaxit
N*malakeza ‘green’ mlaxes

Unlike the cases discussed in 3.1, where it seems clear that the apicolabial shift pre-
ceded nonlow vowel deletion, these data suggest that low vowel deletion preceded the
apicolabial shift—or, perhaps more accurately in view of the forms in (18), the apicola-
bial shift began to operate when low vowel deletion had affected the vast majority
(though not all) of the lexical items to which it applied. That is, the order of the relevant
rules seems to have been as in (21) (where we have not attempted to order the last two
rules with respect to each other):

(21) 1. Low vowel deletion: *a > Ø / _ Ca (when *a did not carry primary
stress)

2. Apicolabial shift: *bilabial > apicolabial / _ **i, e, a
3. Nonlow vowel deletion: nonlow V > Ø when V in next syllable was

the same height or higher
3. Final vowel deletion: *V > Ø / _ #

4.  OTHER APICOLABIALIZING LANGUAGES IN MALAKULA.
Six Malakula languages show the apicolabial shift: V’ënen Taut, Tirax, Nese, Vovo, Bot-
ovro, and Vao. These languages are, or were, basically contiguous, occupying the coastal
strip around the “dog’s head” of Malakula from Brenwei in the west to Vao Island and the
neighboring mainland in the northeast corner of the island (see map 1). Although Tirax is
now spoken on the east coast, “the traditional home of the Tirax speakers is in the moun-
tains of north central Malakula, and its traditional neighbours are V’ənen Taut and Tape”;
Tirax speakers moved to the east coast over a number of years following their conversion
to Christianity (Brotchie 2009:1). Two languages in this area do not show the shift:
Malua Bay, on the coast between V’ënen Taut and Nese, and Tape, spoken inland
between V’ënen Taut and the original Tirax-speaking area.

11. In the case of N*marazi ‘heavy’ > mras ‘thin’, Clark (2009:141) notes that “a few Malakula
languages show apparent reflexes with semantic inversion: Ninde maxa=xas, Neve’ei merah,
Nāti maras=ras ‘light (in weight)’.”
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The relevant sound correspondences of the POC bilabials in the languages mentioned
above are shown in table 3; shading shows the apicolabial shift. Given that there is some
variation in the bilabial reflexes in some languages, the following notes need to be made:
• POC *p: Tirax and Vovo do not show the apicolabial shift at all; Nese has sometimes

v’ and sometimes v in the other half; while Botovro, Vao, and V’ënen Taut fairly reg-
ularly have v’ (with one possible case of ð in Botovro).

• POC *b: Nese has sometimes b’, sometimes d; Vovo shows *b > d only in a minority
of etyma; Botovro and Vao have p’ in some words, b in others, and d in yet others.

• POC *m: Nese and Botovro have sometimes m’, sometimes n as the reflex, while
Vovo shows *m > n only in a minority of etyma.
None of these languages (other than Tirax) shows evidence of the low vowel deletion

rule. Table 4 lists examples from each of these languages, showing reflexes of a number

TABLE 3. BILABIAL REFLEXES IN EIGHT NORTHERN MALAKULA 
LANGUAGES

POC *p/_nonback *p/_back *b/_nonback *b/_back *m/_nonback *m/_back
Tape v-v-p Ø p/b*

* The default reflex of *b in Tape is p. However, *b > b noun-initially, with voicing
assimilation to the consonant of the preceding article *na, whether or not a reflex
of that article is still present.

p/b† m m, mw

Tirax v v d b n m
V’ënen Taut v’ Ø p’ p m’ m
Malua Bay v v b-b-p b-b-p m m
Nese v, v’ v b’, d b m’, n m
Vovo v v b, d b m, n m
Botovro v’ v, w b’, p’, d b m’, n m
Vao v’ v b’, p’, d b m’ m

TABLE 4. REFLEXES OF *Ca-INITIAL FORMS IN NORTHERN 
MALAKULA

TIRAX TAPE V’ËNEN 
TAUT

MALUA 
BAY

NESE VOVO BOTOVRO VAO

 N*na-garai ‘flying-fox’ kra men-kre kərei gere nakara nakara nakara kere
*panako ‘steal’ vnax vənax v’ənax — v’anak — — —
N*kara-vi ‘crawl’ xriv xarep xarəv’ — xarrav — — —
*tamate ‘devil’ tnah təmes tam’a — tanas — — —
*na-mwata ‘snake’ nmat nəmot nəmat nəmwet na/mat namwat namat namwat
N*na-vara- ‘hand’ vra- — va- nəvəra- navarra- — navaraŋo- —
N*vara-si ‘step on’ vrɛh poj (?) pas (?) — varrasi — — —
*na-patu ‘stone’ nvat nəvet nav’et nevat nav’at navat nav’at nav’at
*na-taŋa ‘basket’ ntaŋ taŋ naten — nataŋ — — —
*na-salan ‘path’ nhal sel nal nsal nasal nahal nahal nahal
N*na-kaba- ‘wing’ naxda- nivivə- — naxpe- naxab’e- naxabe- nap’ent xab’e-
*saŋapulu(q) ‘ten’ hŋavil i/sŋel (sə)nal saŋavil saŋav’il haŋavil haŋav’il haŋavul
N*mwalagelo
‘young person’

mlakel — malakal — malakel — — —

N*na-karivi ‘rat’ nxariv — — naxariv — nariv v/ariv xariv’
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of the protoforms given in (12) and (15) in which Tirax lost the first *a; the relevant Tirax
forms are repeated for convenience of comparison.12 (A dash indicates no reflex in the
available data.)

Although the loss of *k in a number of Tape etyma slightly complicates the issue,
there is only one case in these data showing loss of the *a of first syllable when before
*Ca: that is *na-salan ‘path’ > Malua Bay nsal. All other cases of *a in this position are
retained in all languages (though there are some examples showing that some kind of
deletion rule applied to *a in a noninitial unstressed syllable). The low vowel deletion rule
that deleted *a in the first syllable must have been innovated by Tirax after it separated
from its relatives in northern Malakula.

Table 5 shows the POC/PNCV forms in (18) in which the *a of the first syllable was
lost in Tirax, and where the apicolabial shift did not take place. Reflexes, where they
exist, are given for Nese, Botovro, Vao, and V’ënen Taut. (We exclude Vovo from the
discussion here, since *m and *b show the shift only in a minority of etyma: it is likely
that either the shift occurred only in a minority of forms, or that the reversal to bilabials
has taken place but is not complete.) Shaded forms show the shift. It will be seen that a
reflex of *a is present, and that the shift has taken place in nearly all examples in these
languages (other than in Tirax).

5.  IMPLICATIONS. Low vowel deletion applied in Tirax but not in the other api-
colabializing languages of Malakula, nor in its close neighbors that do not show the api-
colabial shift. However, the apicolabial shift applied in Tirax only after low vowel
deletion had applied, and was almost complete. This means that the apicolabial shift in
Tirax is not an inherited historical innovation shared with any of its neighbors; rather, it
developed in Tirax only after Tirax had separated from its relatives. 

This in turn implies that the apicolabial shift was not a single original change that has
been inherited by all of the languages that show it (and presumably, following Clark,
inherited by other languages that then lost it). The change must have occurred in Tirax at

12. Nese rr is a trill, r a flap. In V’ënen Taut, POC *ŋ > n and *s is usually lost. POC *k is often
lost in Botovro, Vao, and V’ënen Taut.

TABLE 5. ABSENCE OF LOW VOWEL DELETION IN MALAKULA 
APICOLABIALIZING LANGUAGES

POC/PNCV TIRAX NESE BOTOVRO VAO V’ËNEN
TAUT

*barapu ‘long’ brav darav b’arap barav p’arei
N*batavu ‘breadfruit’ btav na/b’atav nap’atav — p’atei
N*malakeza ‘green’ mlaxes nalaxej ‘blue/green 

parrotfish’
— — m’əlaxəs

N*malava ‘twin’ mlav — — — m’alev’
*ma-Raŋo ‘dry, dried’ mraŋ narraŋ — — m’əran
N*marazi ‘heavy’ mras ‘thin’ marraj maras
*mata- ‘eye’ mta- na/nata- namata- m’ata- m’ate-
*matakut ‘fear’ mtaxit — — m’atax —
*mataq > M*madaq 
‘new, raw’

mdrax — — — m’ədax
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a different time, and/or in a different manner, from the change in, say, V’ënen Taut, or in
the closely related Nese, Vovo, Botovro, and Vao.

There are two possible explanations that might account for this:13

(a) The apicolabial shift occurred more than once in the history of these languages,
as a natural internal development.

(b) The apicolabial shift occurred only once, in one language, and was later bor-
rowed into other languages.

It is not possible to prove either of these hypotheses conclusively. However, given
the highly unusual nature of the change, it is unlikely that explanation (a) is correct.
Although some changes—for example, palatalization of *t as s before front vowels,
or final vowel deletion—seem to have occurred more than once in the history of
Malakula languages, these are changes that are common and natural. A change like
the apicolabial shift, however, which occurs almost nowhere else in the world, is
much less likely to occur independently in a number of different languages; and the
geographical contiguity of the languages showing it is also suggestive of borrowing.

Before examining the borrowing hypothesis, however, we need to look briefly at the
genetic relationships of Tirax and the other languages that show this shift, in both
Malakula and Santo. 

5.1 MALAKULA SUBGROUPING. There is inadequate grammatical data on
many of the Malakula languages, which makes any definitive subgrouping a thing of the
future. Nevertheless, on the basis of phonological developments from POC/PNCV, as
well as irregular developments of certain lexical items, some tentative statements can be
made, at least in relation to the languages we are interested in in this paper. In what fol-
lows, the apicolabial shift will not be treated as a shared innovation.

5.1.1 The Northern Malakula subgroup. There seems to be reasonable evidence
that Malua Bay, Nese, Vovo, Botovro, and Vao belong to a Northern Malakula subgroup:
1. All five languages merge POC *d, *r (and *R),14 and *dr: other Malakula lan-

guages often merge *d and *dr, but keep *r (and *R) distinct.
2. All except Malua Bay exhibit echo vowels after a retained final consonant, at

least in certain environments, as in *ñamuk ‘mosquito’ > Nese, Vovo namxo,
Botovro namuho, Vao namuxe. This is not found elsewhere in Malakula.

3. There is an unconditioned change *s > h in Vovo, Botovro, and Vao. Some
other languages show *s > h before nonfront vowels, or initially, or in both
environments, but in those languages the change is conditioned.

4. There are also some lexical irregularities.
These data suggest the subgrouping as in figure 1.

Other evidence (which we need not detail here) suggests that the closest relatives of
this group are the languages immediately to the south of Vao, spoken down most of the
east coast and along the eastern part of the south coast (though there are one or two “inter-

13. There is a third logical possibility, a combination of (a) and (b): the shift occurred more than
once, but was also borrowed. We will ignore this here.

14. POC *R was sometimes lost in PNCV, and sometimes retained, under conditions that are difficult
to specify; when it is retained, it merged with *r. See Lynch (2009) for further discussion.
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lopers” that have, like Tirax, migrated to the east coast from farther west: Naman and
Neverver). Lynch (2007) classified all of these east coast languages—including members
of the Northern subgroup, though obviously excluding Tirax, Naman, and Neverver—as
possibly belonging to an Eastern linkage.

5.1.2 The Peripheral Western Malakula subgroup. V’ënen Taut and Tirax,
however, do not belong to this Eastern linkage, but to a Western linkage: that is, there is a
major subgroup boundary immediately to the north and east of the territory occupied by
speakers of V’ënen Taut, Tape, and (formerly) Tirax.

The following innovations found in V’ënen Taut and/or Tirax are notable:
1. POC *p is lost before back vowels in V’ënen Taut, Tape, and Ninde.
2. POC *s and *j merge before front vowels in Tirax, Nāti, and Ninde.
3. POC *s > h / _ *a,o,u in Tirax, Naha’ai, Nāti, and Nahavaq.
4. POC *s > s initially and before *i, but is lost elsewhere (with occasional i in

both environments), in V’ënen Taut and Ninde.
This suggests a subgroup consisting of Tape, Tirax, and V’ënen Taut in the northwest,
and Ninde, Naha’ai, Nāti, and Nahavaq in the southwest. These languages are geograph-
ically separated by a number of languages in the central-west—Larëvat, Neve’ei, Avava,
Lendamboi, Nasarian, and Aveteian—that belong to one or more other subgroups of the
Western linkage, and for this reason we refer to the subgroup to which Tirax belongs as
the Peripheral Western Malakula subgroup. The internal subgrouping is still being
worked out. 

5.2 SANTO SUBGROUPING. There has been almost no work on the subgroup-
ing of the languages of Santo (located immediately to the north of Malakula) since
Tryon’s survey, published in 1976, and Clark’s (1985) later restatement of their interrela-
tionships. Clark (2009:2) suggests that there are four subgroups within Santo (defined
mainly lexicostatistically), as outlined in table 6, where languages that show the apicola-
bial shift are bolded (and see also Naito 2006). “The core of each group is a set of lan-
guages connected by cognate percentages of 69 or greater. Languages which do not share
as much as 69 percent cognacy with any other language are attached as ‘outliers’ to the
group containing the language with which they have their highest percentage” (Clark
2009:2). Although Clark does not name these subgroups, we have given them tentative
geographical labels for convenience of reference.

It can be seen from table 6 that the shift is found in at least one language in all four
subgroups. However, only in the Central-East subgroup do we find all languages show-

FIGURE 1. NORTHERN MALAKULA SUBGROUP

“Proto-Northern Malakula”

Proto-North Coast

Malua Bay Nese Vovo Botovro Vao
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ing the shift (but, even then, not all dialects of all languages); in the other groups, the more
easterly languages tend to show it, the more westerly do not. This distribution is also
highly suggestive of borrowing.15

5.3 THE BORROWING HYPOTHESIS. The apicolabial shift in Malakula is
found in two subgroups, which belong to two different linkages within Malakula. It is
not found in all languages in those subgroups, nor is it found in other subgroups of either
the Eastern or Western linkage; and the languages that show the shift are geographically
contiguous. The distribution of apicolabializing languages across subgroups in Santo is
similar, and those languages too are contiguous (though interspersed with a couple of
languages/dialects that do not show the shift). 

There were complex trade networks between northern Malakula and southern Santo up
until recent times. Huffman (1996:188) describes some aspects of these at some length:

The Big Nambas [=V’ënen Taut] peoples of north-west Malakula needed regu-
lar supplies of ni leaf, source of the dark red dye for their woven pandanus fibre
nambas [penis sheaths] ... and female mat skirts ... and head mats ..., but ni and
the lepaè vine grow best in south Santo. As the Big Nambas only had bamboo
rafts for short coastal trips, a complex trading chain became established to
obtain the ni. Pigs, tusker pigs and yams were taken from Tenmaru ... to coastal
peoples at Matanvat and Tenmial [where languages of the North Coast sub-
group are spoken]. The latter, having canoes, then traded across to the Alehilao-
speakers (now extinct) of south-west Malo. Trade connections within Malo con-
verted these goods so that Malo areas having connections north-westwards then
left with jom [stringed shell money] and intersex pigs to exchange them for the
dye leaves with partners on Tangoa, who had trade links with those on south
Santo who had rights over the leaves. When packets of the ni leaves finally
arrived back at Tenmaru in the Big Nambas area, a series of interlinking
exchange markets were held. … Control of this trade was in the hands of the
Big Nambas hereditary chiefs.

TABLE 6. TENTATIVE SUBGROUPING OF SANTO LANGUAGES

SUBGROUP CORE LANGUAGES OUTLIERS
Northwest Cape Cumberland (Nokuku) Tolomako
Southwest Wusi, Central Santo, Kiai, Southwest Santo*

* The apicolabial shift occurred in the Tangoa and Araki dialects, but not in the
Akei or Wailapa dialects.

Mores
Southeast South-Central Santo, Mav̈ea, Tutuba, Aore, Tamambo
Central-East Shark Bay, Southeast Santo†

† The apicolabial shift occurred in two of the three dialects (Butmas-Tur and Tam-
botalo, but not Polonombauk).

Sakao

15. One Santo language apparently shows the same situation as Tirax. Clark (2009:31), in dis-
cussing Sakao, says that “pre-stress vowels between consonants are lost. This is ordered
before the Linguo-labial Shift (*matá-na > mdan ‘his/her eye’). However, there appear to be
counterexamples (*na-bagé-na > å-dŋå-n ‘his/her belly’), and more examples would be
needed to determine the exact interaction of these changes.” We are not aware of low vowel
deletion occurring in any of the other Santo languages that underwent the shift, and in any
case we leave this for future research.
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Vao canoes also traded with Malo for the leaf dye. The volume of trade
south Santo-Tangoa-Malo-north Malakula was so great that by the 1930s cer-
tain European traders attempted to involve themselves by cutting out the Tangoa
and Malo middlemen and dealing directly south Santo-north Malakula. This
killed off the indigenous trade system.
Of the areas mentioned as being involved in this trade, the Big Nambas and Matanvat

areas of northwest Malakula, Vao island, Tangoa island, and south Santo all contain lan-
guages that reflect the apicolabial shift. Huffman’s map (1996:184) also shows trade links
(pigs and shell money) between Malo, Mav̈ea, and Tutuba. Of all of these areas, only Malo
(where Tamambo is spoken) does not show the shift. It therefore seems fairly certain that
borrowing was involved, associated with this trading network. But can this be established?
And, if so, who innovated the apicolabial shift, and who borrowed from whom?

Within Malakula at least, it appears that V’ënen Taut may be the source of the apico-
labial shift in other languages. Huffman noted that the trade was in the control of the Big
Nambas chiefs, which suggests that V’ënen Taut may have been the prestige language in
the area; and it also had by far the largest population.16 The Big Nambas people were also
traditionally warlike, and dominated the area militarily (see, e.g., Crowley 2006c:4).

At present we have no evidence as to whether the Tirax people participated, or did not
participate, in the trading described by Huffman. However there are some cultural and
social phenomena in Tirax that suggest a connection between the Tirax and V’ënen Taut
communities, and that could have provided a mechanism for the borrowing of the apico-
labial series into Tirax. For the Tirax speakers, the name Tirax refers to their historical
homeland in the mountains, neighboring V’ënen Taut, and is where the action in many of
the Tirax traditional tales take place. The Tirax people believe that several of the family
groups are, in fact, V’ënen Taut in origin. This was asserted many times during the sec-
ond author’s fieldtrip to Mae. Intermarriages occurred between the two communities and
were a necessary part of community life, as the Tirax population was not large enough to
sustain internal marriages. It is likely then that one or more families emigrated across to
Tirax via intermarriage. There is also a complex system in Tirax to determine the family
members who are in either a respect relationship (tiktik) or a friendly teasing relationship
(ŋir). This system cuts across tribal borders. For example, a Tirax husband who takes a
V’ënen Taut wife has the right to be in a friendly teasing relationship with the women of
his wife’s tribal group, except for her sisters. Thus intermarriage is associated with a sys-
tem of rules that allow for cordial relationships across the borders between the two lan-
guage groups. There are other less congenial social activities that the two groups
participated in. Crowley (2006c:4) describes how the Tirax speakers joined forces with
the V’ënen Taut speakers in regular attacks on the neighboring Tape speakers, ultimately
driving the Tape speakers out of the area.

These sociological facts suggest that, because of their dominance and prestige, speakers
of V’ënen Taut could well have been the source of the apicolabials in the other Malakula
languages that have them. Is there any linguistic evidence that might support this?
16. Lynch and Crowley (2001:17–19) give the populations of the relevant Malakula languages as

follows (noting that in section 1 we mentioned that Tirax is spoken by about 800 people):
V’ënen Taut, 3,350; Malua Bay, 500; Vovo, 475; Botovro, 430; and Vao, 1,900. Nese and
Tape are moribund.
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There may be—at least a suggestive pointer. V’ënen Taut is the only language within
Malakula in which the shift (a) affected all three bilabials (*p, *b, and *m), and (b) is vir-
tually exceptionless. With the other languages, either the shift did not apply to *p, as in
Tirax and Vovo; or there are numerous exceptions—forms where the expected shift has
not taken place—as in Nese and Vovo; or the shift is irregular, with some apicolabial and
some dental reflexes, as in Nese, Vovo, Botovro, and Vao. This suggests that the shift was
a thoroughgoing internal change in V’ënen Taut, imitated, though imperfectly, in the
other languages. If indeed V’ënen Taut is the source of the apicolabials in the other
Malakula languages, then presumably this borrowing took place before *b devoiced in
V’ënen Taut (since *b became p’ in that language but remains voiced in the others).

Until further detailed work is done on the languages of Santo, it is not possible at this
stage to determine whether the shift originated in Malakula and was borrowed into Santo
languages, or whether it had a Santo origin. Indeed, even after that research has been car-
ried out, the origin of the shift may still remain a mystery. 

6.  CONCLUSION. The phonological history shows that Tirax must have bor-
rowed apicolabials only after the operation of a low vowel deletion rule, which did not
apply in any of its close relatives or neighbors. An examination of other languages in this
area that underwent the apicolabial shift, and of the history of contact between them, sug-
gests that, at least as far as Malakula is concerned, the source language for apicolabials
was probably V’ënen Taut, and that Tirax and other languages that underwent this shift
presumably borrowed apicolabials from V’ënen Taut.

APPENDIX. PUTATIVE PROTO-MALAKULA AND OTHER INTERSTAGE 
RECONSTRUCTIONS

There is as yet no definitive subgrouping of the Malakula languages, the most recent
attempts being Lynch (2007, n.d.). These suggest two major groups, Eastern and Western
Malakula, each containing three or four subgroups. In the case of forms marked in the table
below as being Proto-Malakula (PMAL), like M*malakaso ‘cold’, the examples in the “Other
Malakula” column have been selected to represent various groups and subgroups, and the
languages chosen are generally noncontiguous. In the case of interstage reconstructions (like
** …), only those where the innovation seems to be shared by one or more languages other
than Tirax are given. Note that the apicolabials in V’ënen Taut and Nese indicate that the
POC bilabial was followed by a historical nonback vowel in an earlier stage of the language.

POC/PNCV PMAL/** TIRAX OTHER MALAKULA
N*bulu-ti ‘stick to’ **bilu-ti dles V’ënen Taut p’əl=p’aləs ‘stick, be 

sticky’, p’ələt ‘join, unite, assemble’
*bunuq ‘kill’ **binuq din Uripiv pin ‘dead’, V’ënen Taut p’ən 

‘kill’, Malua Bay rup pin
N*mabu-si ‘breathe’ **mabisi nedha Botovro m’ahde (met.)
*makobu ‘gecko’ **makobi naxɔd V’ënen Taut m’e=m’ap’ ‘small lizard’, 

Tape mib
*makubu- ‘grandchild’ **makubi- mxodi- V’ënen Taut m’əxip’-, Nese nuxudu-
*malaso ‘cold’ M*malakaso nalxah Neve’ei melaɁah, Nese nalxas, Unua 

marxos, Nahavaq malɁah, Maskelynes 
na/melaxas, Banam Bay meraxas
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